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Outlook continues to improve
In late-March, 62% of advisors said the impact of COVID-19 was in line with expectations or better than 
expected. By late-August, the percentage increased nearly 30 points to 91% of advisors. This may be due, in 
part, to a better understanding of COVID-19’s impact on the economy and client engagement returning to 
manageable levels.

The positive sentiment may also stem from a better perspective on the financial health of their practices. 
Most advisors see their practice ending 2020 with with revenue and margins that are comparable to their 
2019 results. Just over 80% expect to maintain similar levels of client retention. However, there is still a 
notable percentage of advisors who expect 2020 revenue, margin, and headcount to be lower than they 
were at the end of 2019. 

Strong interest in virtual engagement, some progress in implementation
Physical distancing poses a challenge for meeting with plan sponsors and helping participants. Most 
advisors have considered and some have implemented different methods to adapt. Since March, the 
percentage of advisors using video conferencing increased 21 points to 70%. Meanwhile, about 40% of 
advisors continue to express interest in using webinars and another 50% are interested in using marketing 
campaigns to reach clients. Despite the interest, utilization of these methods has not increased.

Help needed with webinars
There are some indications that adapting to a remote engagement model has not been easy. Thirty-eight 
percent of advisors said they are concerned about social distancing guidelines impacting their ability to help 
participants. Another third reported their practice is having difficulty supporting plan sponsors and 
participants due to physical distancing.

Recordkeepers can help by providing content advisors can share with plan sponsors and participants. 
General retirement education tops the list of topics, followed by general investing, with market 
commentary in a distant third place. Financial wellness topics, individually, did not rate highly. Some 
advisors are open to having recordkeepers facilitate participant education webinars. 

Business development has not picked up
Slow sales activity is likely to continue for recordkeepers through the end of 2020 . Sixty-one percent of 
advisors reported they have not started a new recordkeeper review or search since late-February. This is an 

improvement from May, when approximately 3 out of 4 advisors said they had not started a review or 
search. When asked about the status of their sales pipeline, about half of advisors reported at least some 
portion of their business development is paused. The chances for improvement in the short term appear 
dim. Over the next three months, 76% of advisors said they expect the level of recordkeeper search and 
review activity to remain the same.

Virtual engagement is going well
Most interactions between advisors and recordkeepers have been conducted over the phone or via video 
conference. In general, 1:1 conversations between the advisor and a wholesaler or relationship manager 
are being conducted over the phone. Video conferencing is used most often when the plan sponsor or 
participants are included.

Advisors are relatively satisfied with the way interactions have been conducted over the past 6 months. 
Sales and business development interactions are rated a bit lower than those related to ongoing service or 
participant education. In many instances, advisors who conducted an interaction over video gave it a higher 
rating than those who conducted the interaction over the phone.

The future of recordkeeper service is local
Local service is, and will continue to be, important to advisors. Seventy-seven percent of advisors said onsite 
education will continue to be important for some employers. Another 54% said a local relationship manager 
resolves issues better than one based in another region or recordkeeper’s headquarters. Very few advisors 
see themselves engaging with their key recordkeeping contacts differently once social distancing guidelines 
have been lifted. 

Shifting to a fully remote service model would come with risks. If a recordkeeper were to eliminate local 
service, just over half of advisors said they would stop working with the recordkeeper and 49% would 
expect a fee reduction.

Recordkeepers and asset managers performing well
Advisors continue to give recordkeepers high marks for their support during this period. The same can be 
said for asset managers. Still, few recordkeepers and asset managers are distinguishing themselves. Forty-
three percent of advisors said no recordkeeper has provided exceptional service, while 44% said no asset 
manager has.



Key Findings
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MARCH

2/3 Impact in line with expectations or better

6 Months until “Back to normal”

Recordkeepers getting a B/B+

Indication recordkeeper sales activity might slow down

AUGUST

90% Impact in line with expectations or 
better

8.5 Months until “Back to normal”

Recordkeepers and asset managers still getting a B/B+

Sales activity HAS slowed down – 60%+ of advisors have 
not initiated a recordkeeper search since late-February

52% Expected 2020 revenue to decrease 
significantly 13% Expect 2020 revenue to decrease 

significantly
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Impact on Advisor Practices
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Compared to March, DC advisors are more likely to report the impact of COVID-19 and the market volatility that followed has been
better than expected. Most expect 2020 business results to come in at or below 2019 results with one quarter left. 
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11%
20%

43%

51%

60%

48%

38%

20%
9%

March May August

Better than expected About what I expected Worse than expected

Expected Impact of COVID-19 on Practice
% of advisors

Has the impact of the crisis on your practice been:
With just over 4 months left in the year, how will the following business metrics for 2020 compare to 2019? 2020 will be…

40%

29%

29%

24%

7%

42%

43%

56%

63%

81%

17%

28%

15%

12%

12%

# of new plan sponsors added

Revenue

Operating margin

Employee headcount

# of plan sponsors retained

Lower About the same Higher

2020 vs. 2019 Business Results
% of advisors
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While concerns about revenue and cash flow have declined since March, advisors still express concern about the impact COVID-19 
may have on plan sponsors and how their practice will continue to help participants in a socially distanced environment. 
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6 How concerned are you about the following:

16%

38%

19%

24%

Lack of resources needed to
manage clients during this

period

Social distancing limiting my
ability to help participants

August May March

13%

27%

9%

7%

42%

36%

16%

18%

52%

39%

23%

17%

Revenue will decrease
significantly in 2020

Lost prospects and sales

Ability to generate payroll
for my team

Having to reduce staff

August May March

28%

18%

19%

10%

31%

16%

25%

9%

30%

24%

23%

20%

Clients will hold me
accountable for the

performance of their
investments

I will lose clients to another
advisor

Losing clients due to
bankruptcy and/or plan

terminations

Damage to reputation
stemming from client losses

August May March

Practice of Specific Concerns 
% of advisors Moderately or Extremely concerned

Client Service Delivery Revenue & Cash Flow



Nearly every advisor reported an increase in client engagement during March. Since then, it appears some advisors are 
returning to lower levels of client engagement. Meanwhile, there has been little change in the number of advisors reporting 
increases in business development activities.

7 How has market volatility and COVID-19 impacted the frequency/volume of the following activities within your practice in the last month?

Increase in Activity within Practice
% of advisors
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71%

56%

56%

46%

34%

81%

73%

73%

57%

35%

91%

77%

86%

63%

55%

Outgoing client communications

General client consultation

Inbound client calls

Client investment reviews

Employee education interactions

August May March

25%

24%

22%

8%

27%

24%

19%

18%

29%

29%

28%

24%

Marketing campaigns

Prospecting

Proposal activity

Traditional networking activities

August May March

Plan Sponsor & Participant Service Business Development



Video conferencing, Zoom specifically, is a popular way for advisors to engage with clients. Advisors continue to express interest in 
webinars and producing marketing campaigns, but there has been little change in the number of practices with those capabilities.

8 What new activities/processes are you considering to maintain client contact?
Which of the following platforms are you using to conduct video conferences and/or webinars?

Methods Used for Maintaining Client Contact
% of advisors

49%
46%

38% 36%

65%

42%

36% 37%

70%

46%

36% 35%

Video conferencing Social media Webinars Marketing
campaigns

March May August

Advisors Considering Adding 
Capability as of August 25% 16% 44% 52%

Advisors with  Capability 
in Place

77%

33%

29%

28%

27%

Zoom

WebEx

Skype

GoToMeeting

Microsoft Teams

Video Conference Platform Used
% of advisors using video conferencing
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Advisors are interested in content they can share with sponsors and participants and/or having the recordkeeper to facilitate digital 
education meetings. Retirement savings tops the list of topics they would like to see covered.

9 Thinking about the current needs of you practice, please rate the importance of the following types of support a recordkeeper could provide:
Please rank the top-3 participant related subject areas you would like to see recordkeepers provide content for

Client 
Support

Practice 
Support

Current Support Needs
% of advisor

10%

4%

5%

11%

7%

3%

40%

36%

38%

33%

32%

19%

35%

49%

48%

37%

31%

28%

15%

11%

9%

16%

24%

42%

7%

8%

Participant focused content to present in
webinars

Plan sponsor focused content to present in
webinars

Recordkeeper facilitated digital participant
education meetings

Assistance with plan sponsor lead generation

Assistance with setting up video conference
capabilities

Digital roundtables with other advisors like me

Absolutely essential Very important Somewhat important

Not very important Not at all important

69%

53%

37%

29%

24%

22%

19%

Retirement savings

General investing

Market commentary

Budgeting

Debt management

Emergency savings

Non-retirement,
long-term savings

(home buying, education, etc)

Participant Content Wanted - Ranked Top 3
% of advisor rating Participant content at least “Somewhat important” (50% of advisors)
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Slow sales activity will continue for recordkeepers. At least half of advisors continue to report at least some, if not the majority, of 
search and conversion activity has stopped. Just under 2/3 have not initiated a search or review since the end of February, and most 
do not expect this to change in the next three months.

10

How would you describe the status of the following business development and recordkeeper review activities in light of COVID-19?
Have you and your clients initiated a recordkeeper review or search since the crisis began in late-February?
Over the next three months do you expect recordkeeper review and search activity to:

Recordkeeper Search, Review, and Conversion Status
% of advisors

23%

19%

18%

22%

6%

39%

31%

38%

42%

22%

28%

44%

41%

31%

63%

10%

6%

3%

5%

10%

Prospecting for new plan
sponsor clients

Initiating recordkeeper searches
and reviews

Making final decisions regarding
recordkeeper changes

Starting plan implementations

Conducting plan investment
reviews

The majority of activity has been halted Some activity has paused
Maintaining business as usual Activity has increased
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28%
39%

72%
61%

May August

Yes No

Initiated a Search or Review Since Late-February
% of advisors

Change in Halted + 
Paused Since May

-9%

-18%

-6%

-13%

N/A

16% 19%
9%

69% 63% 76%

15% 18% 15%

March May August
Decrease Remain the same Increase

Change in Recordkeeper Search Activity in Next 3 Months
% of advisors



Service Delivery 
Outlook

Current
Service Delivery

This period has pushed advisors to evaluate their engagement models and implement new methods to interact with clients. Most will 
retain some of the changes once COVID-19 has passed. However, there are some indications that fatigue and new challenges are 
appearing.
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11 Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements:

12%

6%

26%

49%

10%

21%

37%

70%

66%

45%

32%

73%

56%

41%

This period has forced my practice to reconsider how we engage with plan
sponsors and participants

Plan sponsors and participants have been receptive to engaging virtually

I am able to connect and interact with more clients in more efficient
manner

My practice is having difficulty supporting plan sponsors and participants
due to constraints on meeting in person

The changes made to our engagement model (e.g., using video
conferencing and webinars) will largely remain in place once the crisis is

over

The DC industry is, fundamentally, a face-to-face business and will return to
that model as soon as possible

My practice will return to functioning as it did before February by the end
of this year

Disagree Agree

Perception of Changes Prompted by COVID-19
% of advisors Disagree Agree

Advisors are adapting and, 
so far, clients have been 
receptive to the changes

However, shifting from 
short term accommodation 
to long term change has 
not been easy for everyone

Some of these changes will 
stick, but there is a degree 
of hesitance/resistance 
among some advisors



Engaging with Recordkeepers
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It is not surprising that most interactions between advisors and recordkeepers have been conducted remotely. Phone is the preferred 
method for 1:1 conversations with recordkeepers. When the conversation includes plan sponsors or participants, video is the 
preferred medium.

13 Over the last 6 months, how have you conducted the majority of the following interactions with the recordkeepers you work with?

Method of Interacting w/ Recordkeepers Over Past 6 Months
% of advisors
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Advisors W/Out Interaction 
in Past 6 Months 19% 12% 13% 2% 10% 7% 26% 15% 13% 9% 9%

Method of Conducting 
Interaction

41
%

16
%

26
%

53
%

31
%

32
% 35

%

50
%

48
%

26
% 30

%

21
%

50
%

43
%

27
%

40
%

40
%

25
%

16
% 20

%

42
%

41
%

9%

15
%

13
%

11
%

8%

13
%

5% 4% 10
%

20
%

13
%

10
%

7% 6% 8%

12
%

8% 10
% 14

%

10
%

3% 8%

Recordkeeper
sales finals

presentation

General check-
in with field
wholesaler

Plan sponsor
prospecting
discussion

Annual review
of plan

investments
and participant

metrics

Meeting to
resolve

significant issue
with plan

Discussion
about changes
to plan design

Plan conversion
kick-off meeting

Participant
enrollment

meeting

Participant
education
meeting

Discussion
about

regulatory
change

Market analysis
discussion

Video Conference Phone Email In-Person

Sales & Business 
Development

Plan Sponsor 
Interactions

Participant 
Interactions Market Updates



Overall, most advisors who have interacted with recordkeepers over the past six months have rated those interactions positively.
Sales and business development interactions are rated a bit lower than those related to ongoing service or participant education. And 
there is room for improvement, as approximately 1/3 or more rated each as Fair or lower. 

14 How would you rate the following interactions you’ve had with recordkeepers over the past 6 months?

2%

3%

12%

5%

6%

5%

6%

4%

5%

6%

54%

53%

53%

57%

63%

62%

57%

52%

55%

56%

56%

40%

41%

36%

30%

31%

29%

34%

40%

36%

35%

35%

4%

2%

10%

1%

1%

3%

4%

2%

4%

4%

3%

Recordkeeper sales finals presentation

General check-in with field wholesaler

Plan sponsor prospecting discussion

Annual review of plan investments and participant
metrics

Meeting to resolve significant issue with plan

Discussion about changes to plan design

Plan conversion kick-off meeting

Participant enrollment meeting

Participant education meeting

Discussion about regulatory change

Market analysis discussion

Excellent Very good Fair Needs improvement

Sales & Business 
Development

Plan Sponsor 
Interactions

Participant 
Interaction

Market Updates

Advisor Rating of Recordkeeper Interactions Over Past 6 Months
% of advisor who have had interaction
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Video has an edge over phone when it comes to sales and business development conversations. It also receives higher ratings when
conversations include plan sponsors or participants.
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*small base size
How would you rate the following interactions you’ve had with recordkeepers over the past 6 months? 

50% 50% 51%

71%

62%
67%

62%

47%

52%

64% 63%63%

71%

63%

71% 72%
76%

61%
58% 58%

63%
68%

Recordkeeper
sales finals

presentation

General check-in
with field

wholesaler

Plan sponsor
prospecting
discussion

Annual review of
plan investments
and participant

metrics

Meeting to resolve
significant issue

with plan

Discussion about
changes to plan

design

Plan conversion
kick-off meeting

Participant
enrollment

meeting

Participant
education
meeting

Discussion about
regulatory change

Market analysis
discussion

Phone Video

*

* *

*
*

Sales & Business 
Development

Plan Sponsor 
Interactions

Participant 
Education Market Updates

Advisor Rating of Recordkeeper Interactions Over Past 6 Months – Top-2 Box
% of advisors who had interaction and rated Pretty good or Excellent

*

*



Very few advisors see themselves engaging with their key recordkeeping contacts differently once social distancing guidelines have 
been lifted. There is a small shift for field wholesalers, where more advisors prefer video conferencing in a post-COVID environment.

16 When you needed or wanted to have an in-depth conversation with a wholesaler or relationship manager, how did you prefer to interact with that individual pre-COVID-19?
Ideally, how would you prefer to conduct an in-depth conversation with the following individuals post-COVID-19 where there are no social distancing guidelines?

33%

9%

45%

10%

33%

16%

38%

11%

Phone Video Conference In-Person Email

Pre-COVID Post-COVID

Field Wholesalers

45%

9%

25%

13%

48%

12%

22%
15%

Phone Video Conference In-Person Email

Pre-COVID Post-COVID

Field Relationship Managers

63%

8%
11% 15%

61%

9%
12% 15%

Phone Video Conference In-Person Email

Pre-COVID Post-COVID

Home Office Managers

69%

5% 9% 14%

66%

12% 5% 14%

Phone Video Conference In-Person Email

Pre-COVID Post-COVID

Inside Wholesalers

Engagement Channel Preference – Pre-COVID vs. Post-COVID
% of advisors
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There is a strong preference among advisors for local service, especially when it comes to participant education. There might be an 
opportunity for recordkeepers to move to a virtual model, but there are risks and tradeoffs that need to be considered. 
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17 Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements about in person delivery

77%

54%

38%

54%

49%

52%

21%

18%

35%

38%

26%

35%

25%

46%

5%

12%

25%

20%

16%

23%

33%

Onsite participant education will continue to be important
for certain employers

Local relationship managers resolve questions and issues 
faster and with better results than relationship managers 

based in another region or a recordkeeper’s corporate 
offices

Meeting with field wholesalers in person has a measurable
impact on revenue for my practice

I would stop doing business with a recordkeeper who
switched to a 100% virtual service model with no in-person

interaction for plan sponsors

I can accept recordkeepers reducing the amount of local
service if recordkeeping fees are also reduced

COVID-19 is showing that local service representatives can
be replaced with highly responsive individuals utilizing
technology to engage me and plan sponsors effectively

My relationships with key contacts at recordkeepers have
suffered as a result of engaging virtually

Agree Neutral Disagree

Local vs. Remote Service Delivery 
% of advisors

Benefits of Local 
Service

Reaction to Virtual 
Service Model

Impact of COVID-19 
on Service & Outlook

When it comes to 
servicing clients, local 
service is very important

Recordkeepers will have 
to make tradeoffs if they 
want to go fully remote

However, remote 
service has not been all 
bad and could work



Recordkeeper & Asset Manager Performance
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Recordkeepers continue to provide solid support to advisors. Top-2 box ratings on responsiveness to plan sponsors increased 10 
points since March. Meanwhile there was a decline in the percentage of advisors satisfied with the resolution of open questions.
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19
How would you rate DC recordkeepers on the following types of support they are providing?
For each of the areas below, please tell us which recordkeepers, if any, have provided an  exceptional level of support. 

Recordkeeper Support Ratings – Top-2 Box
% of advisors

79%

64%

77%

62% 62%

75% 77%

55%

70%

62% 61% 59%

77%
74% 73%

65% 65%
62% 60%

Responsiveness to you, the
advisor

Responsiveness to plan
sponsors

Speed of implementing
CARES Act provisions

Resolution of open
questions/issues

Educating you and your
clients about the CARES

Act

Proactive communication Effectiveness of market
volatility communications

March May August

43%
Advisors who said no recordkeeper is 
delivering ”Exceptional” service



Asset managers also continue to provide solid support to advisors, with top-2 box ratings holding steady between May and August.
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How would you rate asset managers on the following types of support they are providing?
For each of the areas below, please tell us which asset managers, if any, have provided an  exceptional level of support. 

Asset Manager Support Ratings – Top-2 Box
% of advisors

74%
77%

72%
70%

57%

68%

78%
74%

69% 68%

63% 63%

Proactive communication Responsiveness to you, the
advisor

Resolution of open
questions/issues

Effectiveness of market
volatility communications

Educating you and your clients
about the CARES Act

Access to portfolio manager
perspectives

May August

44%
Advisors who said no asset manager 
is delivering ”Exceptional” service



6%

25%

33%

19%

11%
6%

$1 to < $5M $5M to < $25M $25M to <
$100M

$100M to <
$250M

$250M to <
$500M

$500M or more

Methodology and Respondent Profile
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Tenure
% of advisors

Average: $130 million Median: $63 million

27%

27%

20%

11%

6%

5%

3%

2%

IBD/FP Co

RIA

Wirehouse

Regional BD

Insurance

Bank

TPA/Fee-based Benefits
Consultant

Specialty Retirement BD

Channel

Methodology
We conducted an online survey of 104 financial advisors who are 
currently advising defined contribution plans. The survey was fielded 
August 26, 2020 through August 31, 2020.

6%

27%
24%

43%

<10 years 10 to < 15 years 15 to < 20 years 20 years +

401(k) Assets Under Management
% of advisors



About NMG Consulting
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ASSET MANAGEMENT
Institutional
Retail
ETFs, ESG, and other products

CONSULTING
Strategy through to implementation

WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Retirement plans
Platforms
Advice providers

INSIGHTS
Deep market knowledge and thought 
leadership

PROTECTION
Insurance
Reinsurance

DATA ANALYTICS
Unique perspectives through analysis 
and visualisation

Industry segments we specialize in Services we provide

NMG Consulting is a global consulting firm specializing in wealth management, investments, and 
insurance. We have over 20+ years of experience conducting research with advisors, plan sponsors, 

participants, and retail investors.

For more information, contact Chris Bailey
Chris.Bailey@nmg-group.com

mailto:Chris.Bailey@nmg-group.com
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Intellectual Property Rights & Confidentiality
All rights, including intellectual property rights, in the material and information contained in this report are owned by NMG. Any use of content herein, including its 
reproduction, publishing, upload, distribution, and transmission, without the express prior written permission of NMG, is strictly prohibited.

No Advice
The information herein is intended for general informational purposes only and cannot be regarded as advice. The information is supplied on the condition that the 
recipient will make its own determination regarding its suitability for purpose prior to use or in connection with the making of any decision, and any use of same shall be 
upon its own risk.

Disclaimer
Although NMG tries to ensure that all information provided herein is correct at the time of inclusion, NMG makes no representations or warranties as to the quality, 
fitness for purpose, accuracy, or sufficiency thereof. The completeness, adequacy, and/or accuracy of the information contained therein, including any liability for any 
errors or omissions or delays in updating or conveying this information are expressly disclaimed. NMG, along with its directors, employees, associates, affiliates, or other 
representatives, shall not be liable for damages or injury arising out of or in connection with the use of the information contained herein including, without limitation, to 
any compensatory, direct, indirect or consequential damages, loss of data, income or profit, loss of or damage to property under any contract, negligence, strict liability or 
other theory arising out of or relating in any way to the information provided.
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